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About This Game

Experience an interactive story like never before! Escape dangerous dungeons, befriend or kill enigmatic creatures, and solve
puzzles as you explore a mysterious world. Your decisions directly impact the story in various ways.

--Story--
You wake up in a dark dungeon. You can’t remember where you came from or why you’re here. As soon as you stand up on

your feet, you hear a frightening scream. You dash, hoping to avoid whatever it was. Your goal becomes evidently clear: escape
this maddening place.

--Gameplay--
Experience a unique blend of visual novel and text-based adventure gameplay! Make choices to determine your desired path,

converse with monsters, and gain information and items. Solve puzzles and survive encounters with interesting minigames
sprinkled throughout the treacherous complex.
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If you're looking for a short little adventure game to play, The Book of Regrets is a good pick. It plays like a visual novel but
with a little more interaction. These interactions could be cleaned up and explored more but I still found them refreshing. The
visuals are pretty good but could be polished a little more. Same goes for the story. While I enjoyed playing it and feel that the
game is fair for its price, the story felt a little unfulfilling. I left the game still wondering why I was there to begin with? And
maybe that is the point, is that there was no point but to survive and find a way out. Definitely an interesting game. I believe
there are a few different outcomes- I only found one but realized there were some things I was not able to achieve. I like that
there are options and it can play out differently. Overall, I had a fairly pleasant experience.

If you would like to check out my experience playing the game, check out my video play through: 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=EYLJ2MLu974
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